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(Note: The article entitled, “How to Beautify a City with Sculpture,”
is also included at the end of the decoration of mouldings article.)
“The Decoration of Mouldings” article begins:
“Of all the architectural elements employed in our line of work none seem to hold a more
important position for ornamentation than that of mouldings. The fact of this assertion can be
readily felt by attempting to ornament one of the simplest of monuments, that of the plainest
sarcophagus. All designs save those of a pyramid, obelisk and occasional rock-face work which
are not architectural in a sense are subject to become freak designs or originalities in themselves
without the aid of mouldings, no matter what name or style be given to them. Apart from the
proper use and correct distribution of mouldings the ornamentation applied to them is a matter
equally as important, that is to say, an ivy or floral design on a Greek Echinus or a Guilloche
pattern on an Egyptian bead would be entirely inconsistent as to position, shape and style of
architecture. Considering what may be seen in our cemeteries of errors similar to the one just
instanced, a little reading or study from good architectural books would greatly benefit the
designer.”
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